Factors Influencing Museum Sustainability and Indicators for Museum Sustainability Measurement
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Abstract: The purpose of this research was to identify the factors upon which museum sustainability depends and the way in which this can be measured. Methodologically, we applied a qualitative research approach, using semi-structured interviews with experts from the Romanian museum sector, complemented by an in-depth study of the literature in this field. Results indicated that any objective measuring of sustainability must take into account the size of a museum’s collections and its organizational structure. It was also found that museum type can affect sustainability via its competitive advantage. However, the sustainability of a museum is not strictly determined by these factors, but also by the management and marketing strategies applied. Based on analysis of literature- and respondent-based factors influencing sustainability, this article proposes a set of 33 indicators that can be used by museums to measure their sustainability, as well as a model that enables evaluation of the sustainability levels of various museums comparatively, regardless of their type, size or importance (e.g., national, regional and local). The results obtained are useful both from a theoretical point of view, given that there are few writings on this topic, and from a practical point of view, as they provide a basis for a clear, objective model of museum sustainability measurement.
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1. Introduction

Even though, when the Brundtland report was drawn up in 1987, culture was not mentioned as one of the basic pillars of sustainable development, at present more and more studies emphasize the key role of cultural organizations in the process of sustainable development of a region [1–3]. These organizations can be engines of economic development (through cultural industries, cultural tourism, and traditional livelihoods), as well as contributor to social cohesion, natural environment sustainability and resilient communities. However, the degree to which cultural institutions contribute to these development goals is not sufficiently known [4], probably due, in part, to the lack of measuring instruments and adequate indicators. To be able to measure the contribution of cultural organizations to the sustainable development of a region, one must start with an analysis of these organizations regarding their own sustainability attributes and capacity to influence or mold sustainable behaviors. Special attention must be given to cultural heritage as a tangible element of culture and to museums as institutions created with the purpose of providing custody for cultural heritage [5].

Museums are complex non-profit cultural organizations [6–8] that differ a great deal from each other in terms of funding, size, type and collections. To supplement traditional museums, in recent years new types of museums have appeared, such as interactive museums [9], ecomuseums [10] and
museums that do not own collections but are successful due to the cultural and educational services they offer to their visitors [11]. The complexity of museums as organizations results from their very aims of achieving, at the same time, both socio-cultural goals in relation to the conservation and interpretation of artifacts, and commercial goals in relation to spending associated with leisure time, tourism, and the increase of the museums’ earned income [12].

To assure that they can achieve simultaneously their socio-cultural as well as their economic goals, some museums have become active in commercial aspects, being managed as privately-owned companies [13]. The reason for this transformation lies in the fact that the funds they attract for financing their socio-cultural goals, whether these are public or private funds, depend directly on the value the museums offer to the public [14,15]. Moreover, since the financing sources depend on the museums’ public performances, their traditional functions, such as collection, conservation and research of the region’s heritage [16], must be complemented by some extrinsic functions [17], which relate to the social, educational, cultural-artistic and economic benefits [18] generated by these organizations.

Diversification of museums’ functions is characterized by expanding the traditional role, i.e., keeping and researching cultural heritage [19], to include, directly or indirectly, new roles, such as functioning as: venues for experience sharing [6], spaces for interaction, playing or education [20–23], instruments of mass culture communication that contributes to improvement of social life [24,25], engines for economic development of their respective communities [26], tourist attractions within cultural centers [27], sources of income, and instruments for manpower employment [14]. The new functions and roles that museums have to play, therefore, justify the accent laid on consideration of these institutions as important resources for territorial development [28].

All these new roles are closely connected with the notion that cultural organizations can and must make a contribution to sustainable development. Starting from this as yet insufficiently valued potential of the cultural sector, the purpose of new public policy is to use the heritage as a resource for economic growth (in general, through tourism) [29], and to apply such strategies as to allow cultural institutions to increase quality of life and sustainable development through the use of heritage as a generator of cultural, social and economic values [30,31]. For example, the political-legislative frame of the United Kingdom has in view the reconfiguration of the social role of museums in such a way that their mission should include functions of fighting off social exclusion, and acting as vehicles for positive social change [32].

However, despite the evident connection between museums, culture and sustainable development [33], few researchers have explored the subject of museum sustainability and management [34]. Research on museums and sustainability generally has focused on defining the concept of museum sustainability, demonstrating the necessity of integrating this concept into the museum practices [3], and describing the ways in which various activities and measures adopted by museums have contributed or can contribute to enhancing the concept and practice of sustainable development. Because sustainable development is connected with the needs of current and future generations, and, so as to measure the progress that has been made, these needs must be assessed [35], Nielsen [36] had in view to provide support to the idea that the sustainability of a museum depends on the relevance of the respective museum for both the community and its visitors. This article extends Nielsen’s research by analyzing other factors influencing sustainable museum development. More specifically, our research aims at providing answers to the following questions:

1. Does the size of a museum (from the point of view of its collections and organizational structure) influence its sustainability?
2. To what extent is sustainability influenced by museum type, taking into account that some museums are considered more attractive to the public than others?
3. Is sustainability influenced by the application by museums of certain management and marketing strategies?
What indicators can be used for measuring a museum’s sustainability so that the results obtained by different museums (from the point of view of their size and type) can be compared in an objective manner?

Therefore, the aims of this paper are to: (1) analyze the degree to which the type, size and management and marketing strategies applied by a certain museum can influence its sustainability; and (2) propose a set of indicators that would allow measuring and comparing the levels of sustainability of different museums. To reach these aims, we have conducted qualitative research, using semi-structured interviews with experts from the Romanian museum sector, and conducting an in-depth review of the literature on this topic. The first part of the paper synthesizes the most relevant conclusions drawn based on the bibliographic research about sustainable management of museums. The second part describes the qualitative methods used and the results obtained from interviews. The final section proposes a set of indicators upon which comparative analyses of museum sustainability can be conducted.

2. Museums and Sustainability

The economic recession, the increased competition in the leisure market and the reduction of public funding for cultural organizations are factors that have had a negative impact on the success of certain museums as tourist attractions [37]. For this reason, the use of practices that contribute to sustainability enhancement is regarded as an obligation of museums if they want to have sufficient resources available to survive and keep their collections in optimum condition [38].

Adoption of sustainable practices also helps museums fulfill their cultural mission of maintaining their collections for posterity [38]. The connection between sustainability and heritage preservation can be noticed in the definition given by The International Council of Museums (ICOM) as well. According to ICOM, “sustainability is the dynamic process of museums, based on the recognition and preservation of tangible and intangible heritage with the museums responding to the needs of the community. To be sustainable, museums, through their mission, must be an active and attractive part of the community by adding value to the heritage and social memory” [39]. Another relevant point of view is expressed by the Canadian Museums Association (CMA), which considers that a museum is sustainable if “it assessed the impact of its activities on the environment, on the quality of life of its stakeholders and on the economy” [40].

Thus, as any other organization, to become sustainable, museums must simultaneously consider economic, social, natural and cultural environments [3]. In fact, these elements can be considered the four pillars of sustainability. The maximum level of sustainability is attained when equilibrium among the four pillars, spheres [41], is achieved, as illustrated in Figure 1.
To achieve equilibrium, progress made in each of the four dimensions must be assessed regularly, which requires creation of valid, reliable and simple instruments of objective measurement [42]. Often increased performance in one of the dimensions creates negative effects on another dimension [42]. For example, small museums, with small collections and buildings consume less electricity than big museums, but they also have low financial and human resources [43]. Their negative impact on the natural environment is minor, which is good for this pillar of sustainability. Unfortunately, without enough people and significant collections, these museums probably will not be able to develop a lot of creative programs for different audiences; this has a negative impact on their socio-cultural sustainability. The economic pillar can be affected as well. Small museums employ fewer people than large museums and their attractiveness for tourists might be not high. Thus, in order to generate an output for the community, museums must use resources. In fact, when the emphasis is laid only on minimizing consumption, disequilibrium across the four components will occur. It might favor the natural environment, but automatically be to the detriment of the other dimensions (e.g., the cultural sustainability). For this reason, sustainability measurement indicators must be built in such a way as to account for the influences of each exerted on the other three dimensions; that is to say, the global effect of the phenomenon across all dimensions must be considered. However, for this, the role of museums in connection with each of the four pillars must be understood.

Socially, a museum has potential to impact positively not only on the lives of locals, but on those of its visitors as well, since it might contribute to change in their attitudes in connection with any matter, from wars to wildlife conservation [37]. This is done through the museum’s function of educating its visitors. According to this function, the mission of museums is to provide access to life-long learning [44]. Due to the unique resources a museum holds for both formal and informal education [45], this function can be realized:

(a) Through classic activities, such as guiding or distributing information materials [46];
(b) Using heritage objects within participative and interactive programs [21];
(c) Organizing workshops and carrying out trans-disciplinary educational projects, together with educational organizations (such as kindergartens, schools, high schools and universities) [47]. These projects help students to develop such basic abilities as critical thinking, the capacity for analysis and synthesis, the ability to innovate and think creatively, and capacities for team work and collaboration [48].

The educational function can be complemented by new functions such as economic revitalization of communities [24] and recreational and entertainment functions [27,49]. These functions are directly connected with the museums’ economic sustainability.

Museums’ contributions to economic development has been demonstrated by many a researchers [50]. Museums play an important role in tourist development strategies of various regions and simultaneously contribute to the increase of residents’ income and creation of jobs [51]. Swarbrooke [37] gives the example of a project through which a closed mine in Pendeen, UK was turned into a museum, which led to the creation of new jobs for residents, the valorization of the natural and cultural resources of the respective region, and the attraction of as many as 40,000 visitors per year. Wickham and Lehman [52] asserted that, in 2009, in Australia, “domestic overnight cultural and heritage tourists injected” some 10 million Australian dollars into the economy and the visitors who attended the cultural and heritage activities spent an average of 1030 Australian dollars per stay. This was double the amounts spent by those who did not take part in such activities. Other researchers have emphasized that the museum sector’s contribution to the British economy is bigger than that of the automotive industry or the publicity and film industry, and supports directly an estimated 195,000 full-time equivalent jobs [53]. In addition, it is estimated that, in Europe, museums attract 370 million visitors per year, the great majority of whom are tourists [51]. Due to museums’ economic potential, more and more cities in both the U.S. and Europe create sustainable development strategies
focused on cultural tourism [54,55], which makes Joshi [56] envisage the possibility of a strategic alliance between cultural organizations and tourism, with sustainability as a connecting bridge.

Thus, museums are more and more viewed as instruments of tourist flow promotion [57]. The contribution of museum heritage to the economic and socio-cultural development of a region through tourism has been recognized by both governments and various cultural organizations. This has led to the necessity of a deeper understanding of the way in which this sector can “deliver its economic and social returns more effectively and efficiently” [52].

Since another basic function of museums is the conservation and valorization of the cultural resources of a community, these institutions also contribute to the sustainability of their cultural and natural environments [58]. Besides the conservation of cultural resources, museums also have an important role in “protecting the local biodiversity” [31]. Through their educative function, the exhibitions they organize, and their involvement in discussions about the changes within their environment [59], museums might influence people’s attitudes towards their natural environment as well [60].

Given the crucial importance of sustainability for both a museum’s success and the welfare of the community where it is located, the understanding of what represents “the most frequently espoused sustainability policies and practices” in this sector seems to be of vital importance in the current environment [52]. Unfortunately a number of studies have demonstrated that museum managers do not give much attention to sustainability aspects [37,38]. For many museums, an increasingly important challenge is to ensure their own sustainability [37]. As long as museums are unable to ensure their own survival and development, they cannot contribute to the sustainable development of their respective communities.

The reasons why museums place minimal importance on sustainability are diverse. Chitima [38] identified a set of reasons, such as: the lack of a “green policy”; the failure by the museum’s management to adopt concrete measures to this end; the demotivation of museum staffs due to low salaries and the lack of resources needed in order to carry out the museum’s activities appropriately; the inappropriate attitude of some staff as regards the use of public resources (some employees confuse their responsibilities for appropriate uses of public resources and their own resources; sometimes, they use the museum’s resources in their own interest; in addition, they do not feel the responsibility to use the museum’s resources to offer attractive programs and activities for visitors); lack of knowledge about sustainability; and lack of expertise in the field of collection conservation. Additionally, we posit that an impediment towards a museum’s sustainable transformation is the lack of a clear, widely accepted system of indicators which would allow the museum’s management to assess current status and/or progress.

The literature mentions various self-assessment methods, such as “sustainability audits” or checklists for the achievement of some sustainability standards [38]. However, these methods have a high degree of subjectivity and results obtained for various museums are not comparable. For example, Corsane [61] defined 21 evaluation indicators pertaining to eco-museums, which were described as a list of activities, actions and effects that museums can have on the society. Another assessment model, identifying five indicators, was proposed by Davis [62,63], as follows: unconventional territory adoption; in situ conservation and interpretation; management of the sites being carried out via liaison, cooperation and the development of partnerships; empowerment of local communities; and the potential for interdisciplinary and holistic interpretation.

According to ICOM, an important indicator for measuring a museum’s success of becoming sustainable is its intellectual and financial autonomy [39]. The proportion of earned income (the income earned by museums through their activities such as: selling tickets and/or souvenirs, renting spaces, lending objects, etc.) in the total revenues of a museum is also used by Rentschler and Geursen to estimate the level of cultural entrepreneurship of museums [8]. The number of visitors in a year, acquisitions of heritage objects, exhibitions organized, and the publications edited are among other elements used by museums to assess their own activity [8]. However, it can be asserted that none of
these elements is a cultural indicator. They do not reflect the community’s cultural needs, opportunities and welfare, nor do they offer a quantifiable assessment of the cultural impact that the activities carried out by a museum have upon people. What these elements do offer is an image of the activity of museums as institutions, as non-profit corporate entities [39]. Thus, Douglas Worts stated that a relevant sustainability indicator would be the unitary cost of a visit to the museum, estimated as a ratio between the total costs of the institution and the total number of visitors [39].

The indicators proposed by Eleanor Adams [64] are also useful to assess the progress made by a museum in becoming sustainable, and some of them were included in our model as well. Some of her indicators are expressed in absolute numbers (e.g., total number of people to access the collection on-site in 12 months), which is why they cannot be used to measure the general level of sustainability of a museum (see the explanation given at the beginning of the Section 4.2.1). Then, how can museums know when they have reached a satisfactory level of sustainability? Or, should museums increase their number of visitors continually? Would it be good for all the four pillars of sustainability to continually increase the number of visitors? It has already been discussed that sustainability means equilibrium across the four pillars. Too many visitors can affect the quality of the services offered by museums. It can also represent a risk to proper preservation of the heritage for future generations. However, the question is: How can museums determine this equilibrium? In consideration of these aspects, this work aims at laying the bases of a system of indicators and a model which can be used for objective, quantifiable measurement of museum sustainability.

3. Methods

This research had two main goals. The first goal was to identify if certain factors, such as the size, the type, or the management and marketing strategies applied by a museum can influence its sustainability. The second goal consisted of proposing a set of indicators which would allow measuring the level of museum sustainability.

To achieve both goals, we used a qualitative approach by conducting seven interviews with experts from the Romanian museum sector. Additionally, for the second goal, we made an in-depth review of the literature on this issue.

For the empirical research, we conducted semi-structured interviews. The flexibility of the interview plan allowed in-depth analysis of the problems under scrutiny. All the interview’s questions, developed based on the literature and authors’ experience, were open-ended. The core questions included in the interview guide were: (1) To what extent do you think the size of a museum (number of objects in the collection, number of employees) can influence its sustainability? (2) In your opinion, is there any connection between sustainability and the type of a museum (e.g., history, art, ethnography, natural history)? (3) In your opinion, is there any connection between sustainability and the number of visitors recorded by a museum? (4) In your opinion, is there any connection between sustainability and the earned income of a museum? (5) To what extent do you think the use of management and marketing strategies by museums can help increase their sustainability? (6) How can we assess if the measures adopted by a museum contribute to the enhancement of its sustainability? (7) What kind of indicators could we use in this regard?

Depending on the answers received to the initial questions, several extra questions were asked. At the beginning of each interview, respondents were informed about the purpose of the research and asked about their agreement to record the interview. In addition, the definition given for “sustainability” by ICOM was presented to respondents before addressing the questions.

The interviews were conducted according to the methods designed by Kvale and Brinkmann [65]. To assure the confidentiality of responses, the interviewed experts were coded randomly with letters A through G. The interviews were carried out during 2014–2015. The duration of the interviews was between 17 min and one hour, depending on the time availability of the respondents. Tape-recorded interviews were transcribed. Content analysis was used for identifying key words and paragraphs.
The transcripts were analyzed by using a hybrid approach of deductive and inductive thematic analysis [66]. Subsequently, the most relevant ideas were selected and presented in this paper.

For achievement of the first goal, relevant questions focused chiefly on the characteristics that can influence the sustainability of a museum, such as its organizational size and type. In addition, by asking questions about the relationship between the total number of visitors (both payers and non-payers), the museums’ earned income and its sustainability, we were able to note whether the interviewed experts perceive the concept of sustainability as a whole, with all its four dimensions (economic, cultural, social, and natural environment). The last part of the interviews focused on identification of the indicators, which, in our experts’ opinions, allow the measurement of the sustainability of Romanian museums, as well as the measures for increasing the level of sustainability.

The sampling frame for our research was all museums that are members of the National Network of Romanian Museums (NNRM). The NNRM includes 66 members, but only 64 are museums (two members are private art galleries). The classification of these museums, according to their type, is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Municipal Museum</th>
<th>County Museum</th>
<th>National Museum</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnography and folk art</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed *</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural history</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * Mixed museums are very common in Romania. They possess and expose objects belonging to two or more types (e.g., art, history and ethnography; history and archeology; ethnography and natural history).

All the member museums of NNRM are public museums, financed from public money. Most often, national museums are financed directly by the Ministry of Culture; county museums are financed by county councils, and local museums are financed by local councils. Besides the subsidies they receive, these museums can attract additional sources of income (earned income) from visiting fees, souvenir sales, sponsorships, and other services they offer. It should be noted that there are very few private museums in Romania.

The experts who were interviewed were selected so that the answers they would provide should be as relevant possible. Since the goal of our research was to obtain insights into a phenomenon (museum sustainability) [67], experts were selected from the sampling frame based on their experience, expertise, knowledge and availability. Thus, we used a non-random sampling scheme, based on specific criteria, for selecting the seven respondents.

First, we selected key informants who hold or have held a leading position in NNRM. These people are usually connected with other international organizations of museums (such as ICOM), and their level of expertise in the field of museums is high, which is why they could express pertinent answers to our questions. Some of these people are currently working in museums. Some others either have worked in museums or collaborated with museums as self-employed professionals, so they have a rich experience in this sector. Second, we selected key informants who hold a management position in a member museum of NNRM. As can be seen in Table 2, two experts fulfilled both criteria.

Particularly, we focused on museums from Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca and Baia-Mare. Of the 64 member museums of NNRM, 10 museums are from Bucharest, four museums are from Baia-Mare, and four museums are from Cluj-Napoca. These cities are also three of the four finalists in the competition for the title of European Capital of Culture 2021 [68]. Based on these criteria and museum characteristics, we selected three experts from Bucharest, three experts from Baia-Mare, and one expert...
from Cluj-Napoca. The distribution of these experts according to the type of museum they represent is reflected in Table 2.

Table 2. Museums represented by respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>County Museum</th>
<th>National Museum</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Leading Position in NNRM</th>
<th>Leading Position in a Museum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnography and folk art</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural history</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the diversity (both horizontal and vertical) of the interviewed experts, the study has several limitations. One of the most important is that the sample of seven respondents did not represent all types of museums that are members of NNRM (memorial and technological museums were left out; they represent 6.25% of the total types of museums). In addition, our sample did not include experts from municipal museums because almost all museums from Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca and Baia-Mare that are members of NNRM, are national and county museums (94.44%). However, this study brings important insights to understanding the factors that influence the sustainability of museums and the indicators and tools for quantifying it.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Factors Influencing Museum Sustainability

The first hypothesis of our study was that the sustainability of a museum is influenced by a set of internal factors which can not be altered easily by the museum’s managers, among which are the size of the collections, the organizational structure and the type of the respective museum. However, a direct numerical comparison between the absolute values of indicators (for example, the number of visitors) obtained by two different museums which differ in terms of type and size (staff and collections) would be irrelevant and could not lead to establishing a ranking in view of their level of sustainability.

4.1.1. The Relationship between the Dimension (Size) of a Museum and Its Sustainability

As related to a museum’s size in terms of number of staff (i.e., the museum’s organizational structure), space managed by the respective museum, and the number of objects it holds (collection size), six of the experts we interviewed noticed the existence of certain connections, both positive and negative, between these elements and sustainability.

Considering that Romanian museums are understaffed, which affects the quality and quantity of their activities, expert D noted that the size of a museum (its organizational structure) reflects directly upon the respective museum’s sustainability. Three experts (D, F and G) said that a museum with more employees has a greater capacity for developing activities that have a positive impact on sustainable development. Alternatively is the opinion expressed by expert B, according to whom the size of a museum is irrelevant when it comes to its sustainability, as the essential factor here is the management of the respective institution. The opinions of the other three experts acknowledge the complexity of the variables’ influences on sustainability.

Expert A believes that, on the one hand, “a bigger size calls for a higher commitment and complexity and a higher involvement, therefore a bigger managerial effort” (meaning that the museum manager has to administer more resources and activities). Thus, “sometimes the museums with small staffs (not insufficient; just small staffs which are big enough to appropriately manage a museum) can be more efficient because, when an institutional problem which has to be solved arises, decisions are easier
to make than in a corporation-type museum, where a number of individuals must analyse it, (thereby) delaying and bureaucratizing the process of decision making, diagnosing, and solution finding a great deal. For this reason a bigger museum is not necessarily a stronger and more sustainable museum”.

However, on the other hand, the same expert considers that “a bigger museum in terms of collection value is a museum which often times naturally goes on well” (it has many visitors and is attractive for the public). An example is the Pergamon Museum in Berlin where, this expert considers, nothing can be found of what is incorporated in Total Quality Management (e.g., spaces of creativity, spaces of interaction, information explained interactively). Despite this, “people troop in large numbers because the value of the collection is enough”. Thus, museums of this type become sustainable economically without anything being done for this purpose. Related to their economic sustainability, this expert groups museums into two categories:

(a) “museums which are and always will be sustainable due to what they offer in terms of collections and no more than that;
(b) museums which become sustainable through innovation, proposition of revolutionary things (for example, the Victoria and Albert Museum which permanently innovates things, from the curatorial level and the conceptualisation of an exhibition up to the services it provides)”.

Expert E also considers that the size of a museum and its sustainability are interdependent, without saying if this interdependence is direct or reverse. On the one hand, “the bigger and more diverse a museum, with the more human resources and more heritage, the bigger its possibilities of addressing the public, and the higher the chances of it being sustainable, which impacts on its development. At the same time, such a museum has bigger difficulties in maintaining its sustainability since it requires bigger financial and human resources.” We can infer from this expert’s assertions that the size of a museum could have a direct connection with socio-cultural sustainability and a reverse connection with economic sustainability. Moreover, this expert emphasizes that in the interaction of these two elements “there is somewhere a critical point” (of equilibrium), beyond which the type of connection reverses.

Expert C believes that a bigger museum can exert a bigger social impact (and implicitly it can obtain higher income for financing its cultural activities) than a smaller museum, but it also consumes more resources in comparison with a smaller museum which, on the one hand “consumes less from all points of view”, and on the other, has a very clearly defined target public, which allows it to develop a more consistent and relevant relationship with its public. Therefore, given these opposing influences, this expert believes that sustainability depends rather on the internal dynamics of the museum than its size.

Regarding another opinion expressed in the literature, one can note a tendency to consider that the development of a museum’s collections has a negative impact on its sustainability, as it is often not accompanied by a similar development of its capacities of research and exhibition [70]. Thus, bigger collections generate bigger conservation and storage costs which often do not result in higher output generated on the market in the present and, moreover, “they are compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs by passing on these collections for them to look after, having added even more material to them” [69].

However, we consider that the solution proposed by Merriman [69], deaccessioning the less important objects as the museum acquires new objects, is beneficial only from the point of view of the museum’s short-term internal economic sustainability. Over the long term, such a policy can have a negative impact on both the economic sustainability and the socio-cultural sustainability of a museum. Even though the expansion of a museum’s collections generates higher operational costs, in the long run bigger collections have the capacity of contributing to increased sustainability of the respective museum. Firstly, the importance of a museum increases as its collections are bigger and bigger, which might help attract a larger number of visitors. Secondly, keeping a larger quantity of cultural resources for future generations might have a positive impact on the cultural sustainability
of a museum. A bigger collection allows a museum to better reflect the identity of a community and the changes that occurred over time in society. Thirdly, larger collections could lead to higher future economic and social benefits for the community.

As can be noted from Figure 2, the function of collecting heritage objects is essential since it provides a museum with “raw materials”, thereby creating the premises for subsequent functions to be fulfilled, including the function of helping the community’s sustainable development. All the other functions are dependent on this function, given that no conservation, research or exhibition is possible without a collection [46]. The second function, conservation, is necessary for the keeping the museum’s “raw materials” (the museum’s collections) in optimum condition so that these can be studied and used by present and future generations.

![Figure 2](image_url)  
**Figure 2.** The evolution of museum functions. Source: the authors’ contribution.

Therefore, the expenditures made for achieving these two functions should be regarded as investments made with the purpose of obtaining more benefits in the future. Even if a museum valorizes its collections only to a small extent through exhibitions and public programs, the mere conservation of these collections can be beneficial for the community since the value of most heritage goods can increase in time. For this reason, art museums, but not only these, can be regarded as financial institutions which, through their collections, contribute to increasing the national wealth.

Therefore, the size of the collections and that of a museum’s organizational structure can impact significantly on its sustainability, both positively and negatively, depending on the way in which they combine with other internal and external factors. However, these opposing influences are not likely to be equal. Hence, we consider that a museum’s size should be taken into account in the process of sustainability indicator elaborating, so as to assure compatibility of data obtained from a several different museums and a realistic view of a certain museum’s sustainability.

4.1.2. The Connection between Sustainability and a Museum’s Type

Regarding the connection between sustainability and a museum’s type, expert A asserts that some museums have certain competitive advantages given by the professional domain within which they operate. For example, through their specificity, museums of natural science are more attractive for the young public. Despite this, the expert’s opinion is that this advantage can easily be reduced or
eliminated by other museums if the latter put their innovativeness and creativity to work and create museum spaces of social interaction.

Based on his personal experience, expert B considers that there is no connection between sustainability and a museum’s type: “we saw cases of museums which were considered difficult (they failed to attract the public), but changed suddenly from one year to the next simply because a new manager came who succeeded to bring new programmes which the public was interested in. So the museum’s type is irrelevant.” Expert F had a different point of view. In his opinion, rare, uncommon, unique museums are more attractive for people than common museum types (e.g., art and history museums).

Expert C thinks there are some museums (e.g., museums of history or natural science) which are more attractive to the public, which means that, in theory, they can make a bigger impact and therefore become more sustainable. On the other hand, this expert considers that museums of art, although they have fewer visitors, have a deeper impact, as the public pays more attention to what is going on in such museums.

Expert D considers that a museum’s type can influence its attractiveness, the number of visitors and, hence, its sustainability, and gives as a relevant example the case of a museum of paleontology which is very specialized and addresses only a small group of interested people. However, this expert also supports the opinion that the way in which the basic exhibition and the related activities are organized could eliminate the disadvantage imparted by the museum’s type.

A similar opinion to that of the experts above is also expressed by experts E and G. According to expert E “a connection or two or three are sure to exist” between the two elements, but there is no a cause-effect relationship between them (that is, a museum whose type is less attractive for the majority of the people is not necessarily unsustainable).

Summarizing the opinions expressed by the seven experts, we can assert that a museum’s type can be deemed as a possible competitive advantage, but this parameter alone does not produce a significant influence on the sustainability of a museum. Therefore, the hypothesis according to which sustainability depends on a museum’s type must be rejected, which is why we consider that it should not be taken into account in the elaboration of the structure of museum sustainability indicators.

4.1.3. The Connection between Sustainability and the Use of Certain Management and Marketing Strategies

Internationally, more and more museums are using management practices derived from the private sector to better achieve their goals. Among the management strategies used by museums are: differentiation strategy, focus strategy, international strategy, diversification of products and services, conclusion of partnerships and strategic alliances, expansion strategy, and international strategy. Some museums are also using marketing strategies that include four elements of the marketing mix (product, price, place, promotion). This tendency is fiercely criticized by some specialists who believe that a museum’s purpose should not be to make money. Thus, we wanted to find out what the Romanian experts’ opinions are about the possibility that the use of certain management and marketing strategies might lead to the sustainability of museums.

All seven experts we interviewed believe that sustainability is closely connected with management and marketing strategies used by a museum. Expert A justified his opinion, stating that a museum’s sustainability is influenced by its capacity for creating, innovating, and offering quality services and generating its earned income, which, in turn, depend on the way the respective museum is managed. Expert B not only admits the existence of a relationship between the two factors (sustainability and strategies), but emphasizes that such strategies are absolutely required because “if you have a diverse and interesting activity, but you don’t know how to make it known, then you are obviously doing it in vain”. To support his opinion that implementation of a marketing strategy helps raise a museum’s sustainability, expert C gives as positive examples the National Art Museum of Romania and the “Grigore Antipa” National Museum of Natural History, which “have begun to grow from
all points of view (number of visitors, diversification of their activities, increase of the impact of their programmes, attractiveness for sponsors) due to some marketing strategies together with some intelligent offering strategies”. Expert D considers that the use of marketing instruments can help create an increased audience and earned income of a museum, which in turn will impact positively on the museum’s sustainability. Expert G also strongly believes that the right management and marketing strategies can positively influence a museum’s sustainability. Some examples of strategies mentioned by this expert are: diversification of products and services offered to visitors; collaboration with other institutions for organizing atypical and interesting exhibitions for visitors (like the ones with dinosaurs); marketing strategies for creating attractive products for sale; partnerships with school units for developing joint educational programs (e.g., summer school); natural environment protection by taking over the management of protected areas; and the use of renewable energy resources and advanced insulation systems.

Even though these experts admit the usefulness and necessity of the implementation of certain management and marketing strategies, they draw attention to the shortage of professionals employed in the Romanian museum’s marketing departments. This shortage is generated mainly by the rigidity of the waging system in the Romanian public sector. As expert D explains, the marketing task is frequently carried out by staff who do not have the necessary training, which often leads to lower performances than museums could have. In consideration of this situation, expert A recommends the externalization of the marketing services and collaborating with firms specialized in this field. Although the externalization of certain operations can be an efficient management strategy [70], expert B does not consider that this is enough: “the collaboration with specialized firms can be carried out for various events,” but “a museum needs someone who should be in charge of the institution’s marketing on a permanent basis.”

Based on analysis of the interviewed experts’ opinions and of the case studies described in the literature [71], we consider that the management and marketing strategies applied by museums have an influence on their sustainability. The disadvantage of a museum’s less attractive type can be overturned and the results obtained by the museums whose type is a strong point can be enhanced by adopting appropriate strategies. The appropriateness of specific strategies depends on the internal and external factors of a museum [72]. To develop these strategies, a museum first should analyze its environment by using tools such as: SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats), PEST Analysis (Political, Economic, Social and Technological analysis), and Porter Five Forces analysis [73]. However, unlike the size of the collections, the application of adequate strategies represents a variable which depends on the management and administration of a museum. In addition, the strategies used by a museum influence other elements, such us: number of visitors, earned income, total income, community engagement, heritage preservation, inclusion of new audiences, intercultural dialogue, and innovation. Thus, management and marketing strategies applied is a general, indirect factor of influence for museum sustainability. For this reason, this influence factor will not be included separately in the structure of the indicators designed for museum sustainability measurement.

4.2. Measuring Museum Sustainability

The majority of the experts interviewed (five of seven) believe that the number of visitors and a museum’s earned income can represent indicators for measuring a museum’s sustainability, but these two criteria alone are not enough to categorize a museum as sustainable or not. Thus, expert A added to the list of indicators “the extent to which a museum uses renewable resources”; expert B thinks that one should also take into account “the opinion of the public of the museum”; expert F believes that the number of cultural activities organized by a museum can reflect its sustainability; and expert C discusses the necessity of carrying out qualitative studies to assess the visitors’ satisfaction with a museum’s services. Whereas expert C considers that, although some museums have good visitor numbers, they are not sustainable, experts D and G believe that the number of visitors is the chief indicator in measuring the sustainability of a museum. Expert D also mentions other indicators,
such as: the number of publications (books, brochures, catalogues, and albums) sold, the number of promotional souvenirs sold, and the number of references to the museum in the mass media and online media. Expert E accepts that the number of visitors and a museum’s earned income are elements upon which sustainability is assessed, emphasizing that “in the near future the income factor will become more and more a Procrustean criterion.”

With a view to elaborating a set of indicators which would allow the measuring of museum sustainability, the experts were asked to express their opinions on the way in which they can determine if the measures adopted by a museum have contributed to improved sustainability of that museum.

Based on the premise that a sustainable museum is a community museum, expert A considers that a museum can easily realize if the measures it has adopted have a positive effect on sustainability by observing the community and the public’s reaction. More exactly, a museum is sustainable if:

(a) the annual number of visitors and the public attendance of the events and programs of the museum are high;
(b) the media and people talk about what the museum is doing (this can be quantifiable through: the number of articles published about the museum’s activities, the number of mentions of the museum on Google and other search engines, the number of likes on the museum’s Facebook page); and
(c) the museum is called, consulted or invited to take part in various partnerships and collaborations as a result of the fact that it “has gained a degree of credibility, an impression that it is an interesting partner who has something to offer and who is worthy of associating your image with”.

The same expert also admits the usefulness of carrying out studies in connection with the quality of the services a museum offers, so as to be able to determine the impact of the actions adopted on the sustainability of a museum. Even though the concept of total quality management is little known and implemented in the Romanian museum community, this expert asserts that, at a world level, there are well established quality criteria upon which the title of the European museum of the year is based and granted. In expert A’s opinion, “total quality management means that you, as a museum, offer to the public all the services possible vertically and horizontally—from the simple access to the museum, including for the disabled visitors, up to facilities for relaxation between two halls, enjoying a coffee, and to the possibility of finding all kinds of corners and creative spaces where a child can freely interact with and experiment all kinds of things, on the condition that this is offered to the child (...). The total quality management, in fact, means a series of services and benefits and advantages offered to people.”

Expert B correlates a museum’s sustainability with the degree to which the museum meets its community’s cultural needs. These needs can be determined through sociological research. However, this expert emphasizes that museums should not only satisfy needs that are known and expressed by people, but also provide their own offerings “which might arouse some interest once the public finds out about the respective offers”. Therefore, in this expert’s opinion, museums play an important role in shaping visitors’ tastes and preferences.

Expert C’s opinion is that for any measuring of museum sustainability, both quantitative and qualitative indicators are required. Regarding the Romanian museums, this expert considers that they use chiefly quantitative indicators which relate to the visitors’ dynamics and profile, whereas the qualitative studies are carried out less frequently, which, of course, is a problem (because the qualitative studies are the ones through which a museum can measure the visitors’ satisfaction; also, these studies can provide important information about people’s needs in connection with a museum’s offerings).

Expert D does not mention quality measurement at all and lists only quantitative indicators such as the number of tickets given, the number of publications and other promotional objects sold, the number of entries to shows and other events for which no entry tickets are sold, the number of media or online mentions.

Expert E emphasizes chiefly “sustainability sustenance” and is less interested in increasing a museum’s sustainability. This expert asserts that “if a major element of progress (such as the rapid
doubling of the available exhibition space as a result of getting a new building) appears, its first effect would be a dramatic disturbance in the stability and sustainability of the previous phase, due to the disruption elements which pose a high risk to sustainability”. In this expert’s opinion some of the indicators that can be used to analyze if a museum is or is not on a stability trend as the premise for sustainability are the following:

- The annual number of visitors (non-payers and payers);
- The rising or falling visitor attendance curve over a medium term (in this expert’s opinion, this curve should be analyzed over a period of 10 years so as to be able to conclude if the respective museum has reached the desired stability; if the trend, respectively, the visitor attendance curve over a medium term, is very jagged, chances are that something in the development of the museum is not all right);
- The equilibrium established between three categories of visitors based on venues: visitors to the exhibition on the main premises, the exhibitions outside the premises but in the same county, and the exhibitions organized outside the museum’s residence county. An analysis of this indicator in correlation with the type of the museum (national, county or local) allows measuring sustainability, as it reflects the degree to which the museum is trying to cover the needs of the entire community to which it belongs (national, county or local). Thus, a museum of county relevance, which organizes exhibitions at the national level, exceeds its limits of jurisdiction, which represents “an indicator of performance”. In return, for national museums organizing such exhibitions represent “an indicator of diffusion, dissemination and distribution at a general scale”;
- The types of beneficiaries: This indicator is analyzed in the management report as well. Museums’ beneficiaries are grouped in major categories such us: foreigners, rural or urban visitors, children or grown-ups, payers or free of charge;
- Qualitative elements, such as the impressions written by the visitors in the books of honor: For example, out of 100 messages written, 96 can be positive and the rest negative. This can be an indicator for measuring the public’s satisfaction;
- The beneficiaries of the secondary products offered by the museum, such as publications and souvenirs;
- The rate of absorption of secondary products (how fast these products are turned over);
- The earned income and their proportion of the total income;
- The ratio between how much the museum collected and how much it consumed (the ratio between the effect and the effort, or the ratio of output to inputs).

According to experts F and G, the dynamic of cultural activities carried out by a museum and their degree of diversification can reflect how sustainable a museum is. Another indicator mentioned by expert G is the degree to which the maintenance costs of a museum (electricity, heat and water use) decrease from one year to another.

By combining these preliminary results of the qualitative part of this study with the notions found in the specialized literature presented in the first part of this article, we propose a system of indicators for the quantitative, objective measuring of museum sustainability. This system of indicators is described below.

4.2.1. Quantitative Indicators for Measuring Museum Sustainability

For the elaboration of this system of indicators we started from the premise that a strictly required condition is that this system should allow the comparability of the data collected from multiple museums. Since, as we note, sustainability is influenced by a series of factors which are independent of the management of a museum, a mere comparison of the absolute figures is not relevant for the assessment of sustainability as few or no museums are precisely similar. If museums are not 100% alike, then any comparison of the absolute figures (such as the number of visitors) will be irrelevant.
For example, we could reach the conclusion that a museum with 1000 visitors but only two employees is less sustainable than a museum with 10,000 visitors and 100 employees.

In addition, a comparison of the annual percentage increase/decrease of the sustainability of different museums, as proposed by Adams [64], would not allow establishing a ranking of the institutions analyzed based on global sustainability, as it would take into account only the efforts and the effects obtained over a limited period of time, without taking into consideration the performances of these museums before the respective period. In such conditions, a museum that, for example, has reached a high level of sustainability will record a null or very low percent increase of its results, which implicitly would place that museum at the end of any classification based on this criterion. This obviously would be irrelevant as it would not reflect its sustainability accurately. Therefore, only by using some relative values can we obtain an accurate picture of the evolution of a museum’s sustainability.

Considering the above complexities, the sustainability indicators we propose were developed in such a way as to reflect relative values (see Table 3) and thus to allow comparisons between individual museums. In addition, wherever possible, we tried to take into consideration the global effect of a phenomenon, \textit{i.e.}, the interaction between the four domains of sustainability. This was necessary because the actions adopted to improve any of the four pillars can create negative effects in another pillar. For example, an increased number of visitors might be generated as a result of a huge increase of expenses (such as marketing costs). This can result in increased socio-cultural sustainability (by attracting new audiences, enhancing the cultural skills and knowledge, and active involvement of the community members in a museum’s activities) alongside a marked decrease in economic sustainability, which would impact negatively on the overall level of sustainability (a model of determining a museum’s overall sustainability level is presented in Figure 3). For this reason, what is desired is that the positive effect should be bigger than the effort or the negative effects generated. Thus, the necessity of measuring sustainability based on efficiency indicators occurs (presented in Table 3).

In addition, from the system we elaborated we excluded a number of indicators, such as those which: (1) do not take into consideration the size of the organization and whose value can be influenced by this aspect; and (2) are relevant in theory, but in reality are difficult to measure based only on the information museums generally collect without conducting supplementary studies (for instance, the museums’ carbon footprint or the time spent by the visitors in the exhibitions).

These indicators had to be excluded to avoid developing a model that can not be used by all the museums in the NNRM. Thus, the system was developed in such a way that all the necessary data for calculating these indicators be available and collectable from each museum included in the sample. Much of the data needed to calculate the indicators can be obtained from management reports and annual statistics completed by museums. Management reports contain rich information about heritage (conservation, research, restoration, new acquisitions and donations), exhibitions (inside the museum and outside the museum), educational programs (for different groups of people), events, visibility in the media, partnerships with other museums, visitors (offline and online, payers and non-payers), total revenues, earned income, expenses, human resources and volunteers [74]. The annual statistics, filled by museums at the request of the National Institute of Statistics, include issues relating to: museums’ heritage; exhibitions, visitors and publications; other specific activities of museums; participants in the activities of museums; and museum staff, classified by type, age and levels of education. Besides these two data sources, many museums produce their own publications which present date about their heritage conservation and restoration, and also their visitors flows [75]. Based on these aspects we have elaborated a set of 33 indicators measuring museum sustainability. These are described in Table 3.
Table 3. Indicators measuring museum sustainability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Sustainability Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>State of conservation: the proportion of objects which are conserved perfectly (%)</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Storage conditions: the proportion of collections stored in appropriate conditions (%) [67]</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The degree of heritage research: the proportion of objects pertaining to which the documentation is complete (%) [67]</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Conservation and research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Meeting the microclimate conditions: the number of days in which there were no deviations from the optimum microclimate parameters/365 (%) 1</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The degree of exhibiting: (The number of objects exhibited per year * the number of days of exhibition) / (The number of heritage objects * 365) (%)</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Online visibility: Number of mentions of the museum on Google / Number of objects in the collection</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Extension outside the main premises: (Number of objects exhibited outside the main premises * number of days of exhibition) / (Total number of objects not exhibited at the main premises * 365) (%)</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Extension on the market: The percentage of the number of objects lent to other institutions from the total of objects not exhibited (%) [67]</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Visibility in the media: number of mentions in the press per year / Number of events organized annually</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Attractiveness of the museum’s collections: Number of visitors / objects exhibited</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Assessment of the museum by the visitors: Number of positive impressions / Total number of impressions written by visitors in the guestbook, in a year (%)</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ratio of young and old staff: ratio of staff who are in the first 10 years of their career to those in the last 10 years of their career (%) [67]</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Online accessibility of the collections: Number of objects expressed as percentage from the whole collection published on-line (%) [67]</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Labour productivity 1: Number of events / Number of staff</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Labour productivity 2: Number of temporary exhibitions / Number of staff</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Labour productivity 3: Number of visitors / Number of staff</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Labour productivity 4: Number of online unique visitors per year / Number of staff</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Efficiency of financial resource use: Number of visitors / Total expenses</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Efficiency of material resource use: Number of visitors / Exhibition area</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Attractiveness of museum’s electronic resources: Number of online unique visitors per year / Number of posts</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Voluntary involvement: Number of hours worked by voluntaries per year / Number of voluntaries</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Capital productivity: Earned income / Total objects exhibited per year</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Consumption of financial resources: Objects exhibited per year / Total expenses</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Social and economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Consumption of electricity: Consumption of electricity / Museum’s area</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Natural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Consumption of thermal energy: Consumption of thermal energy / Museum’s area</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Natural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Consumption of water: Consumption of water / (Staff + Voluntaries + Unique visitors at the main premises)</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>Natural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Consumption of consumables: Expenses for consumable office materials (ink cartridges, stationary, files, etc.) / Number of staff and voluntaries</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Consumption of fuel: Consumption of fuel / No. of external events</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Labour productivity 5 (value): Earned income / Number of staff</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Capacity of self-financing: Earned income / Total income (%)</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Quantitative liquidity of merchandise (calculated individually for each type of products): Annual merchandise sales (pcs.) / Quantities manufactured or purchased (pcs.) (%)</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Value liquidity of merchandise: Annual income from merchandise sales / Value of stored merchandise</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Correlation between the number of tourists from the city or area and the number of visitors of the museum (this measures the museum’s contribution to the economic development of the area)</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1 The sign “/” was used in the table as a math symbol, with the meaning of division. 2 Supplementary research is needed to determine the optimum number of visitors per m². This indicator cannot tend towards infinity because a museum that is excessively crowded is unable to fulfill its educational function properly, which leads to provision of low quality services and visitors’ dissatisfaction.
By using this set of indicators, a museum can assess itself either by comparing the evolution of the values recorded over a number of periods of time or by comparing its results with the average or maximum indicators recorded in the museum sector. As related to the concept of sustainability, the general goal of museums will be to obtain a maximum cultural (C), social (S) and economic (E) impact with a minimum impact upon the environment (M). This goal can be expressed synthetically through the following equation:

\[
Sustainability \ level = max(C) - min(M) + max(S) + max(E) \rightarrow max
\]  

(1)

However, achieving a maximum level of sustainability is a general goal whose fulfillment cannot be evaluated without taking into account a certain reference system. For this reason any internal self-assessment made by a museum based on the indicators above must be accompanied by a comparative assessment at a sectoral level. In this way, the maximum level of sustainability will be represented by the best performances recorded by a museum. Thus, having a term of comparison, that is a standard, museums could implement SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and time-related) objectives of sustainability.

4.2.2. A model of Determining a Museum’s Sustainability

The sustainability of a museum can be determined by comparing its performances with those obtained by other museums in a certain region or country. To accomplish this, the steps described below (Figure 3) must be followed:

1. Calculating the sustainability indicators described in Table 3;
2. Determining the position of the respective museum by comparing the value of each indicator (calculated in step 1) to the best value in the sector (maximum or minimum). At the end of this
step, each indicator will be expressed as percentage based on the optimum value existing on the market; thus, a set of 33 relative indicators will be obtained;

(3) Aggregating, by domains, the values of the relative indicators calculated in step 2. This will be calculated as an arithmetic mean of the relative indicators from a certain field and will allow determining the sustainability by components;

(4) Determining the museum’s general sustainability as the arithmetic mean of the sustainability recorded by components.

After following these steps, sustainability rankings including the museums in a certain country can be made. These rankings are important and relevant because they will help improve the competitiveness between museums and their performances. If at present there are few museum managers who take any regard to the issues in connection with sustainability, after these analyses are made at a sectoral level, the situation is likely to change. On the one hand, the use of this model will clear up, to a great extent, what being a sustainable museum means and offer museum staffs an effective assessment tool. On the other hand, this model facilitates the application by the museums of benchmarking, which will enable them to improve their level of sustainability. In addition, determination of a museum’s sustainability according to the steps described above subsequently allows the setting of some SMART goals in the field of sustainability and the elaboration of some coherent strategies to attain these goals [76]. Finally, the most important strength of this model is the fact that it turns equilibrium across the four pillars of sustainability into a numerical indicator. Specifically, a museum achieves equilibrium when it obtains a sustainability level of 100%. Thus, comparing sustainability across museums is crucial for determining the equilibrium. Without these comparisons, museums can not know when they obtain the equilibrium between the four pillars of sustainability, or how far or close they are from this state of equilibrium. Moreover, general sustainability levels of museums can be interpreted based on the scale proposed by Yigitcanlar and Dur [77]. According to these authors, sustainability levels are: low, medium-low, medium, medium-high, and high. In the model we propose, these levels can be applied as follows: [0%–20%]—low; (20%–40%]—medium-low; (40%–60%]—medium; (60%–80%]—medium-high; and (80%–100]—high.

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this research was, on the one hand, to identify to what extent the size, type, and management and marketing strategies applied by a museum influence its sustainability and, on the other hand, to create an instrument for measuring museum sustainability as accurately and objectively as possible, which at the same time would allow carrying out contrastive analyses at an industry level.

The results of the expert interviews show that sustainability can be influenced to a large extent by the size of a museum in terms of the material and human resources it holds, both positively, as a result of the increase of the output generated on the market, and negatively, as a result of the increase of its costs. For this reason, we considered that the measurement of sustainability must take into account this factor so as to make correct comparisons between museums. Thus, we designed indicators in such a way that their values are relative to museums’ size (e.g., number of visitors/objects exhibited or number of events/number of staff).

On the other hand, the experts considered that, although the type of museum can have a positive influence on its success, it cannot be used as an excuse for its lower sustainability level in comparison with those of other museums’ because, through adequate management and the use of the appropriate strategies, any museum, whatever its type, can become sustainable. As a result of this finding, we considered that all museums, irrespective of their types and across different types, can be compared by their levels of sustainability as long as their size is taken into account.

Based on the literature and experts’ opinions about the factors that influence museum sustainability and the ways in which a museum can quantify if its sustainability level has increased or decreased, the second part of our paper elaborates a set of 33 indicators for museum sustainability measurement. These indicators are grouped by the sustainability dimension(s) to which they relate.
For the cultural, social and economic pillars, indicators were created in such a way that their optimum values tend towards the maximum, given that they measure the results obtained by museums through their activities. For the environmental pillar, the optimum values of the indicators tend towards the minimum because these indicators refer to resource consumption and the impact upon the environment. After elaboration of this set of indicators, we proposed a model through which a museum’s sustainability can be determined, on scale from 0% to 100%, depending on the results recorded by the other museums in the market.

As no other models for identifying and measuring factors affecting a museum’s global sustainability have been developed as of this writing, the results of this research contribute substantially to the literature on this topic. These results are also useful from a practical point of view, as they offer a tool for the measurement and assessment of sustainability which can be used by both museum managers and by managers responsible for decisions about the funding, management and operation of museums at the local, regional, and national levels.

However, the limitations of this research must be taken into consideration as well. In addition to the influence factors that have been identified, there might be other factors that should be considered in evaluating a museum’s sustainability. In addition, further research must be conducted on some of the indicators presented above, to determine maximum levels for these indicators, as they cannot tend towards infinity (e.g., the number of visitors/m²). Last but not least, future research should also focus on the practical testing of this model to assess its validity, reliability, and practical viability, after which means of improving the model might be identified.
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